
“Just Like Baby Bear’s Soup..…
The .35 Remington

…Just Right”
 

 
Several years ago, I was delving into the world of vintage Marlins.  By vintage, I mean the old Model 336s from the late
40s through 53 with the ballard style rifling.
 
For some reason, for years I never owned a .35 Remington so with my interest in the older Marlins, I started looking.
 
When I was in Junior High School, I lived for a year in the mountains of North Carolina.  People there were serious
about their guns and a sign of manhood was a Woolrich jac-shirt, Wolverine boots and a lever action rifle. The
mountains surrounding where I lived abounded in white tail deer, black bears, boars (both feral pigs and transplanted
Russian wild boars) and loads of coyotes and bobcats. These people are kind of secretive to strangers and you’ll not
know what kinds of guns they own and use until you live there a bit.  The local custom is the classic lever in the gun
rack of a pickup truck but you seldom know what it is from just seeing them in town as you don’t get too close to a
man’s gun or truck in those parts.  I checked a local shooting place frequently and picked up brass and occasionally, I’d
talk to one of the local folks.  Most preferred the old .30/30.  I’d say a good 50%.  Some preferred the .32 Special and
most of these were Model 94 Winchesters.  The remainder of the lever users used the .35 Remington and these were the
old Marlins. Never mind the ballistics on these cartridges, these people knew that a .32 was bigger in diameter than a
.30/30 and a .35 was bigger than both of them. When it came down to hunting, bigger was better in their eyes as most
shots were less than 100 yards and in the case of bear and boar, sometimes 15 yards was a long shot and protecting
valuable dogs was a vital concern over other concerns as many bear and boar hounds, even in those days ran into the
$500 range.  A few .348 Winchesters were used but these guns were too expensive to own for many of these people.  Of
course, this was before the days of the good .444s and .45/70s that we have today.  Based on these circumstances, the
.35 Remington got the nod.
 
A couple of years ago, I attended a local gun show and really didn’t expect to find anything to pique my interest but
during the cold months here, any gun show is better than no gun show.  After wading through the normal abundance of
knives, camouflage, Russian uniforms and rebel flags, I encountered a local dealer and looked over his wares.  Here’s
an old marlin 336 carbine in .35 Remington with (as Skeeter Skelton use to say) “an even brown patina…rust” finish
and the fore end looked like it had been gnawed on by a grizzly, the grip area had what looked like a crack and the
stock had seen many hunting trips, barbed wire fences and not a few rides in the gun rack of a pickup. Internally, the
action looked fine and had been well taken care of and the bore was clean and shiny.  Now, I’m not too picky about the
appearance of my rifles especially when they’re about as old as I was and this one was made in 1949 as I recall.  It was
ugly as an old maid aunt.  But, it met the specifications I was looking for and the price was right so it came home with
me.
 
 



Late 40s era Marlin 336 .35 Remington
 

After a good cleaning at home to insure all the parts were there and everything was in order (the “crack” turned out to
be a barb wire scratch), I started looking at my loading assets.  I had a set of dies and Jumptrap helped me out with a
shell holder.  I had several appropriate moulds and sizing dies but no brass.  I started cruising the “Bay”…no .35
Remington brass and at that time, I didn’t find any stocked by my normal sources.  I hate to be in the middle of a
project and have it break down for lack of some vital part.  I was almost to the point of paying “scalper’s prices” from
Huntington’s when I had to take a trip to a nearby town which incidentally was the location of my favorite gun shop.  I
casually asked the owner’s wife who handled all of the once fired brass if she had any .35 Remington.  A check in the
back revealed 700 rounds as she was slightly overstocked and had too much to display. Holy moly! A deal was made
and I went home with a bunch of .35 Remington brass.
 
Now, I’m not a speed demon when it comes to loads for normal use and the .35 Remington will be no exception.  I’m
looking for a 200 grainer that shoots well at about 1800 FPS.  That would provide something to punch paper with and
also to walk the woods with and do some plinking and maybe take a target of opportunity in the varmint line. Maybe
some lighter loads for plinking using the fast burning shotgun powders.
 
A friend in the northeast has a .35 Remington Marlin that he’s shortened to the bare legal length and carries it in the
woods when he’s cutting wood, working on his maple sugar lines or just generally rambling. He says the shortened
barrel handles and shoots well and he gets enough velocity for all his normal needs. I’ve always looked at the Marlin
Marauder but I have never encountered one in my price range so I’ll be satisfied with the stock rifle that has come my
way.
 
I sized up a hundred rounds and started casting.  At the time I obtained the rifle, I had a Lyman 358315 mould, a 35-
200-FN RCBS and a Lyman 358430 (the 195 grain version) with one cavity hollow pointed.  I also had some 250 grain
Saeco bullets a friend had sent me some time back. On hand was a Lyman 358156 HP mould as that’s one of the bullets
Lyman touts in their Cast Bullet Manual.  I cast a pretty good batch of each and started loading. I elected not to cover
the heavier Saeco bullets in this article, as I don’t have that mould to draw bullets from. The 250 grain loads gave
acceptable accuracy but not to the point that the 200 grain bullets did.

 
L-R: 358156 HP, 358430 HP GC, 35-200-FN HP RCBS, 35-200-FN RCBS

35875 GC, 358315
 

Bullet Weight
358156 HP 152.6

358430 HP 188.0



37-200-FN HP 198.5
37-200-FN 215.3
35875 GC 207.3
358315 215.2

 
 
In the interim, my #2 son finally let me have a double cavity Lyman 35875 mould, which I’d been lusting after for
years.  I had one back in the 60s but it was gone in a trade and I’d not located another. I figured it would be just right
for the .35 Remington.  Only fly in the ointment here is that it has a slight bevel base but I had plans to cure that
problem.
 
The .35 Remington is one of those cartridges that defies the rules of hand loading.   In about 90% of the loads, bullet
length combined with the short throats on Marlin’s lever action rifles forces us to seat the bullet base below the case
neck.  I have not noticed the difference in accuracy cased by doing this so I think it’s one of the things to be avoided
and not a hard and fast rule.
 
I have been unable to find a neck sizer die for the .35 as I prefer to neck size cases for my levers and have never had
any problems with this practice with the bullets moving back in the case.  There are two solutions to this problem.  One
is to obtain a muzzle resizing die from either a 310-tool die set or a die set for the Lyman Tru-Line Junior.  Both of
these resize only the necks. The easiest solution is to clean any residue from the necks and the resize the neck only of
the case with a tungsten carbide sizer die from the .38 Special/.357 Magnum set.  This practice has worked well for me. 
Separate de-priming of the cases necessitates an extra step in the loading but it’s not that bad.
 
For these tests, a 2-10X Weaver was mounted but the rifle will normally carry a Lyman receiver sight.
 
All bullets were made from air-cooled wheel weights.
 
One of the problems reported with the .35 Remington is a misfire caused by the short shoulder on it.  I have not
encountered this problem.  As in all of my levers, I initially full length resize my cases and thereafter, I neck resize only
and encounter no problems in chambering. If you’re worried or are experiencing misfires, full length size your brass
only to the point where it will just enter the chamber. Don’t set back the shoulder at all.  Kind of like a controlled neck
size.
 
Note – I detected no problems with pressure using the loads listed below in my vintage Marlin.  Consult a manual
when loading for any caliber and use this data at your own risk
 

.35 Remington Loads
Bullet Weight Powder Weight Average

Velocity
Standard
Deviation

Primer Sized Overall
Length

Accuracy

358395
HB

138.0 Unique 7.0 1233 13.4 RWSLR .3585 2.109 Good
plink acc

358495 148.0 Unique 7.0 1195 16.3 WLP .3585 2.109 Good
plink acc

358156
HP

152.6 Unique 11.5 1677 13.9 HLP .3596 2.278 2” @ 100
Yards

358156
HP

152.6 2400 18.0 1738 28.7 HLP .3596 2.278 2” @ 100
Yards

358430
HP GC

188.0 Unique 11.0 1501 10.7 WLR .3596 2.183 2” @ 100
Yards

358430
HP GC

188.0 Blue Dot 13.5 1569 23.7 WLR .3596 2.183 1”@ 100
Yards

358430 188.0 Herco 12.5 1576 5.5 HLP .3596 2.212 2” @ 100



HP GC Yards
35875
GC

207.3 Blue Dot 12.5 1444 8.4 HLP .3596 2.430 2” @ 100
Yards

35875
GC

207.3 2400 18.0 1638 35.2 HLP .3596 2.430 2” @ 100
Yards

358315 215.2 2400 18.0 1559 22.6 HLP .3596 2.500
Note 1

2” @ 100
Yards

358315 215.2 IMR
4759

20.0 1684 28.6 WLR .358 2.475 3” @ 100
yards

358430
GC

202.0 Milsurp
4759

21.0 1825 21.1 WLR .3585 2.210 2” @ 100
Yards

358430
HP GC

188.0 Unique 11.0 1501 10.7 WLR .3596 2.183 2” @ 100
Yards

358430
HP GC

188.0 Blue Dot 13.5 1569 23.7 WLR .3596 2.212 1” @ 100
Yards

358430
HP GC

188.0 Herco 12.5 1576 5.5 HLP .3596 2.212 2” @ 100
yards

35-200-
FN

215.3 WC 820 18.0 1590 55.9 RLR .358 2.418 2” @ 100
yards

35-200-
FN

215.3 IMR
4759

21.0 1828 14.5 RLR .358 2.418 2” @ 100
yards

35-200-
FN HP

198.5 Milsurp
4759

21.0 1811 33.9 WLR .3585 2.418 2” @ 100
yards

Note 1 – This overall seating depth was obtained using a bullet with the nose “bumped”.  Expect a normal
#358315 to seat a bit deeper.
 
 
Initially, I started sizing the bullets to an actual measured .358”.  I encountered some leading and through several testing
steps increased the bullet diameter to a measured .3596” using a Lyman .360 sizing die.  At this diameter, leading went
away and accuracy increased. I was able to obtain .361” bullets with no problems by “beagling” my moulds with the
aluminum “stick on” tape.
 
Accuracy with plain based bullets in this rifle is fine for plinking but not equal to that of gas checked bullets so I set
forth to rectify this situation.
 
Since I really liked the design of the Lyman 358430 (195 grainer) and the Lyman 35875, I was forced to do some drastic
bullet modifications in order to install gas checks on them. 
 
I took both these bullets and ran them base first into a .355” sizing die and sized only the base band (you can feel a
distinctive crunch as it sizes the band and then hits the bottom grease groove). I next sized the bottom band to either
.352” or .350” (dependent on whether I was using Lyman or Hornady checks). I then installed annealed .375” checks
(.38s in the case of the Lyman/Ideals) on the base and sized the whole bullet in a .396” sizer and lubed the bullet.
 
This produces full diameter gas checked bullet in the 358430 HP in the weight of 188.0 range and in the case of the
35875 in the weight of 207.3 grains. With the 358430 HP sized with a “nosepicker” TP, both it and the 35875 produce a
nice flat nosed bullet for use in the lever action magazine.
 
The 358315 weighs in at 215.2 grains and I didn’t feel comfortable with the round nose on it in the tube magazine so
after sizing, it was run all the way down in the sizer die and a flat was “bumped” on it to produce a flat nose.  Frank
Marshall claimed that this practice “pre shatters” the nose and produces better expansion on game.  Since I’m punching
paper and cans, this was not a concern but the safety factor of a round nose against a primer was.
 
Light Weights



 
After reading Paco Kelly’s article and noticing a lot of data for lighter bullets in the Lyman Cast Bullet manual, I
decided to delve into the treasure trove of .38/.357 bullet moulds that I own.  The wad cutters shot right well.  Good
enough for plinking.  The 358156 HP gave me ample accuracy for general pest shooting.
 
I was sitting here in cold weather and snow with nothing else to do so I decided to pull up an old favorite, the #398
Saeco that has served me well in the .357 Marlin carbine.  It weighs 164 grains and is a truncated flat nose.  I did my
usual trick of sizing the base band to .355 and seated some .38 Ideal gas checks and sized them to .3596”.  
 

Gas checked #398 Saeco
 
The sized and lubricated bullet weight 165.7 grains when I finished with it.
 
In early February, I was finally able to get out and test these bullet.  I elected to load them over some 2400 and Herco as
I always keep a good supply of Herco on hand…one of my favorite powders.
 
I was really happy with the results in the table below and I’ll be trying some more of them.
 

#398 Saeco Gas Checked Bullet Test
Bullet Weight Powder Weight Average

Velocity
Standard
Deviation

Primer Sized Overall
Length

Accuracy

#398
Saeco
gas
checked

165.7 2400 18.0 1691 8.9 HLP .3596 2.270 2” @ 100
yards

#398
Saeco
gas
checked

165.7 Herco 12.5 1670 29.9 HLP .3596 2.270 1” @ 100
yards

 
It’s comforting to know that almost any of the current crop of pistol bullets, with a little tinkering, can be used for
plinking and small game loads.  Makes the .35 Remington more versatile and use friendly.
 
 
Bullet Selection
 
In reading Paco Kelly’s articles on the .35 Remington, he was using .38 wad cutters for small game and plinking loads. 
This prompted me to try the 358395 hollow base wad cutter and the 358495 plain base wad cutter with light charges of
Unique.  These loads shot well enough for plinking and small game but I found the 358156 HP to be more accurate with
a heavier charge of Unique.  No doubt, these will be too destructive for small game.
 
It appears that from my testing that both the 358430 HP GC and the 35875 GC are good shooters in the .35 Remington. 
Both of these bullets shoot well and feed well through the magazine.



 
For hunting, I’d choose the 35-200-FN HP as the best choice.
 
When you get right down to it, you’ll be hard pressed to beat the 35-200-FN RCBS in the .35 Remington and it’s a
production mould and available whereas the other designs may be hard to locate.
 
In Summary
 
I’ve owned the .35 Remington for about 4 years now and it has always performed reliably for me and shot a variety of
cast loads well.
 
I’m more of a paper puncher and can shooter than I am a hunter so the loads above reflect this as well as does my
selection of powders.
 
The .35 is a light recoiling, fairly accurate shooting little cast rifle.  It’s economical on powder, there are ample bullet
designs available and it’s easy to load.  The short compact carbine handles quickly and comes up fast for the first shot
and throws a pretty heavy, large diameter chunk of lead for hunting eastern game.
 
What more can you ask for in a hunting rifle?
 
It’s just like baby bears soup ………It’s just right!
 

John Goins/aka beagle
 


